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Introduction 

! What is a Game? 

game (geIm) 
 
  • noun 1 an amusement or pastime. 2 a contest with rules, the result being  
    determined by skill, strength or chance.  
 
  • adjective eager and willing to do something new or challenging: “they were game for anything.”  
 
  • verb play at games of chance for money.  

“Life is like a game of cards. The hand that is dealt you is determinism; the way you play it is free will.”  
-Jawaharlal Nehru Indian politician (1889 - 1964)  

 



Introduction 

! Does Nature Play Games? 
Yes: Macroscopic 

 
• Competition and Cooperation between animals at the species level or  
  individual animals. 
 
• Survival games and many more! 
 
 
Microscopic 
 
• P. Turner & L. Chao, Nature (1999) 398 441-443.  
 Discovery that a particular RNA virus may engage in simple two-player games. 
 
• V. Gogonea & K. M. Merz, J. Phys. Chem. A, 103 (1999) 5171. 
 Protein folding is now turning to a full quantum mechanical treatment at the  
 molecular level with evidence of games being played. 
 
Quantum? 
 



Introduction 

! We must tread carefully! 
An interesting view: Imagine Aliens looking down at earth watching a game of cricket. 

They have no idea of the rules, but can observe the outcome of the play 
eg.  
 
“Vaughan added 10 runs in 12 overs to guide England to 30-3 after 27 and  
draw the spring out of South Africa's step. South Africa declared on 296-6  
with AB de Villiers hitting his first Test ton.” 

? 



Introduction 

After watching for a long time, they will pick up the rules of the game  
ie. The rules can be deduced from the observation: 
  
The longer they observe, the better understanding they have of the rules. 
 

LBW! 

Analogy: A scientist observing a system in order to obtain a better  
understanding, so that a theory may be formulated. 



Introduction 

! But Wait, What About Quantum Systems? 
Analogy: A scientist observing a classical system in order to obtain a better  
understanding, so that a theory may be formulated (EOM). 
 
With this theory (EOM), and initial conditions he can predict with certainty the  
evolution and final outcome of the system. 



Introduction 

! But Wait, What About Quantum Systems? 
Analogy: A scientist observing a classical system in order to obtain a better  
understanding, so that a theory may be formulated (EOM). 
 
With this theory (EOM), and initial conditions he can predict with certainty the  
evolution and final outcome of the system. 

Classical 

Even with an EOM eg. SE or DE and the initial conditions, it’s possible  
to end up with a probabilistic outcome.  
 
In the case of entangled systems even local probability theory cannot  
describe the outcomes. 

Quantum 

What’s the relevance? 



Introduction 

! Quantum Games 

Tossing a dice may seem probabilistic, but really, if we  
know the initial conditions and the EOM, we can predict  
with p=1 what the outcome will be: Deterministic. Classical 

The outcome of a quantum system can be probabilistic or even 
cannot be described by (local) probability theory. Quantum 

“God does not play dice” 
-Albert Einstein 

!Obviously he was talking about a dice in a Quantum Game!! 



Introduction 

! Why Study Quantum Games? 

• Different outcomes are obtained for Quantum Games compared to Classical Games,  
 by measuring these differences we are provided with evidence of the “Quantumness”  
 of Nature. 
 
• Increased d.o.f. in addition to entanglement allows the communication of less information 
 in order to play games, leading to: 
 
-less resources in classical game simulation 
-better insight into Quantum Cryptography and Computation (different viewpoint) 
 
 
• Finance (Quantum?) 

• Algorithm Design 

• Quantum Chemistry 

•  A different view of Nature at the quantum level 



Introduction 

! A quick example! 
The quantum coin toss: A zero sum game 

Classically (fair) 
Bob Alice 

Flip/No-flip 

Flip/No-flip 
Heads: Bob wins 
Tails: Alice wins 

prepare 



Introduction 

! A quick example! 
The quantum coin toss: A zero sum game 

Quantum (unfair) Bob Alice 

Flip/No-flip 
   (no effect) 

H |+ >= |0 > 
Heads: Bob wins 

prepare 

heads 

tails 

x 

y 

z 

H |0 >= |+ > 



Introduction 

! A quick example! 
The quantum coin toss: A zero sum game 

quantum 

But : We can simulate this classically by allowing  
for a more complex game structure. 
ie. use a real 3D sphere! 
 
•  and Alice’s strategies (rotations) are limited compared to Bob’s. 

We will see later that in general there is a more complicated connection! 



Classical Game Theory 

! Basic Definitions 

A game consists of: 
 
1) A set of Players 
 
2) A set of Strategies, dictating what action a player can take. 
 
3) A pay-off function, a reward for a given set of strategy choices 

       eg. Money, happiness 

The aim of the game: 
 
Each player wants to optimize their own pay-off. 



Classical Game Theory 

! Example 2 

The Prisoners’ Dilemma 
A non-zero sum game 



Classical Game Theory 

! Example 2 

The Prisoners’ Dilemma 

Dominant Strategy: A strategy that does at least as well  
     as any competing strategy against any 
     possible moves by the other players. 

Rational reasoning causes each player to pick 
this strategy. 



Classical Game Theory 

! Example 2 

The Prisoners’ Dilemma 

Nash Equilibrium: The set of strategies where no player can benefit by changing 
                             their strategy, while the other players keep their strategy  
                             unchanged.  

Find by elimination or other method 



Classical Game Theory 

! Example 2 

The Prisoners’ Dilemma 

Pareto Optimal: The set of strategies from which no player can obtain a higher 
                          pay-off, without reducing the pay-off of another.  



Quantum Game Theory 

! Example 2: Quantized 

The Prisoners’ Dilemma 

A quantum game must be a generalization of the classical game 
ie. It must include the classical game  

1)  A source of two bits (One for each player) 
2)  A method for the players to manipulate the bits 
3)  A physical measurement device to determine the 
       state of the bits from the players so that the  
       pay-offs can be determined. 

Classical Quantum 

1)  A source of two qubits (One for each player) 
2)  A method for the players to manipulate the qubits 
3)  A measurement device to determine the state of  
       qubits after the players have manipulated them. 



Quantum Game Theory 

! Example 2: Quantized 

The Prisoners’ Dilemma 

Not cheating or cooperating as  
no information can be shared without LOCC 



Quantum Game Theory 

! Example 2: Quantized 

How is the classical game included? 



Quantum Game Theory 

! Example 2: Quantized 

What are the extra strategies available now? 
Problem of confining  
Ourselves to a subset of SU(2) 
Later!. 

For any !"



Quantum Game Theory 

! Example 2: Quantized 

What are the new features present? Seperable: None 

Still a dominant strategy  
and Nash equilibrium 

Still pareto optimal 

! = 0"



Quantum Game Theory 

! Example 2: Quantized 

What are the new features present? Maximally entangled: 

Nash equilibrium coincides  
with Pareto optimal 

! = #/2"

(3,3) means Q x Q Allowing for quantum strategies means the prisoner’s 
Can escape the dilemma!! The equilibrium point is pareto optimal. 



Quantum Game Theory 

! Example 2: Quantized 

What are the new features present? Maximally entangled: 

Q x Q 



Quantum Game Theory 

! Example 2: Quantized 

What if one player uses quantum strategies 
And the other only classical? 

If Alice can use quantum strategies,  
she would be well advised to play: 
 

If Bob is confined to strategies with 
 

The “Miracle” move 

while 



Quantum Game Theory 

! Example 2: Quantized 

Problems! 
Problem of confining  
Ourselves to a subset of SU(2) 

In fact if we allow all strategies in SU(2) then for any move by Alice, Bob can 
perform an operation to undo this move and then defect giving him the  
maximum payoff! 
 
ie. It looks as if Alice cooperated when he didn’t mean to. No equilibrium! 



Quantum Game Theory 

! Example 2: Quantized 

Problems! 

In fact we can allow for any quantum strategy 
STCP : 
Trace-preserving completely positive map 
(Adding ancillas performing POVM’s etc!) 

It turns out that for N>2 we do “recover” superior equilibria compared 
to classical games.  

But for the case of the 2 person prisoners’ dilemma, we can resort to “mixed”  
quantum strategies and recover equilibria, however they are no longer  
superior to classical strategies (2.5,2.5) unless we change the payoff 
structure. 



Quantum Game Theory 

There are many more examples of 2 player quantum games 
and multiplayer quantum games including: 
 
•  The minority game (using multi-qubit GHZ state, if I have time!) 
•  The battle of the sexes 
•  Rock-Sissors-Paper etc! 

And many more terms and complex theoretical structure!.. 

 
What are the benefits though? 

 



Benefits of Quantum Game Theory 
! All Games are classical really! 

It turns out that whatever player advantages a quantum game achieves, can be  
accounted for in classical game theory by allowing for a more complex  
game structure.  

Classical  
Game Theory 

Quantum  
Games 

Classical  
Games 

However • In some cases it is more  
 efficient to play quantum versions  
 of games as less information needs  
 to be exchanged.  
 
• This could also shed light on new  
 methods of Quantum communication  
 and cryptography as eavesdropping  
 and optimal cloning can be conceived  
 as quantum games. 

• It describes quantum  
 correlations in a novel  
 way. (Different viewpoint) 



Future of Quantum Game Theory? 

• Better insight into the design of Quantum Algorithms. 

• Different viewpoint of Quantum Cryptography 
 and Quantum Computing. 

• Deeper understanding of Phase Transitions. 
 
• Quantum Finance 

• Study of Decoherence 
 
 



Future of Quantum Game Theory? 

• Better insight into the design of Quantum Algorithms. 

• Different viewpoint of Quantum Cryptography 
 and Quantum Computing. 

• Deeper understanding of Phase Transitions. 
 
• Quantum Finance 

• Study of Decoherence 
 
 Thanks for listening 


